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Oren Lyons, Huston Smith relates, was the fi rst 
Onondagan Indian to go to college [The Illustrated 
World’s Religions, Harper San Francisco, 1994, p. 235].

The Onondagans are a tribe from upstate New York, 
and on Oren’s fi rst vacation from the rigors of advanced 
academics, his uncle took him canoeing on their lake and 
said, “Well, Oren, you’ve been to college; you must be 
pretty smart.

“Let me ask you a question. Who are you?”

“What do you mean, who am I?” the youngster 
answered but then tried to give a brief, descriptive 
response.

“I’m Oren Lyons,” he said.
“I’m an Onondagan, a human being, a man, a young 

man.”
But his uncle just shook his head, unimpressed with 

each of these.
Finally Oren turned the tables.
“Who do you think I am,” he asked.

And his uncle responded, “You see that bluff over 
there?

Oren, you are that bluff.
And that huge pine on the other shore?
You are that pine.
And this water that supports our canoe?
Oren, you are this water.”

The older man had no use for prosaic answers.



He wanted Oren to fi nd the deeper meanings of 
personhood in the land from which he came, the land 
that had made him possible, the land that truly was his 
very self.

He wanted Oren to acknowledge the earth songs of 
his people that told more truly who he was than any 
rational description from the world of higher learning.

And his response – in bluff and pine and water – 
resonates with our souls, for we, too, in our quests for 
spirituality need to fi nd the earth songs of our faith.

Too often we pride ourselves on rationality.
In our religious beliefs, we work to make the leap of 

faith as small as possible.
We seek to understand our souls through psychological 

investigation and interpretation and treat the world 
about us as being composed of objects to be analyzed, 
even when the objects in question are our fellow human 
beings.

We de-mythologize scripture, lionize technology, 
eschew spontaneity, enslave ourselves to time, trivialize 
the concept of God, and think to see ourselves as 
independent beings cast free from the world that makes 
our being possible.

The primal faiths – those earth centered faiths 
that were central to our distant ancestors and remain 
central to tribal groupings around the world today – the 
primal faiths would have none of this.

Who are you, they ask, and in their refusal to accept 
our rational simplisms, they bring us up sharp before 
the chasms of our souls.

• They dismiss books because the story and the 
teller, to be true, must be bound together in the 



telling.

• They do not understand the concept of space 
but are rooted in the places of their experience.

• They see time as non-linear, not even cyclical. 
[Smith, ibid., pp. 234-237]

And we, in our multi-faceted, vagrant, chronologically 
governed lives are strangely – or not so strangely – drawn 
to this pattern of thinking so different from our own – 
so different from the structures of thought that make 
our lives possible. 

John Collier, the one time United States 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, said of the people with 
whom he worked, “They [have] what the world has lost: 
the ancient, . . . reverence and passion for the earth and 
its web of life. Since before the Stone Age they have 
tended that passion as sacred fi re.

“It should be our long hope to renew it in us all.” 
[Smith, ibid., p. 243

So, in our Principles and Purposes as Unitarian 
Universalists, we recognize that among those living 
traditions from which we draw support is “the spiritual 
teachings of Earth-centered traditions which celebrate 
the sacred circle of life and instruct us to live in harmony 
with the rhythms of nature.”

When these Principles and Purposes were fi rst 
drafted, no such words were to be found.

They were added much later.
Justly so, however, for we need to re-own our greater 

story, need to rediscover our place, need to transcend 
time.

“Tell me the story,” my daughter, Sasha, has said 



many times over, the story “of when you and Momma 
were married,” and I begin again.

She needs to hear it once more, even though she 
has heard it enough times that she knows it forwards 
and backwards, can correct me when I miss a point she 
considers important, can even elaborate the tale in ways 
I never thought to do.

She needs to hear it once more because it is her 
story without which she would not be.

I have those stories for myself – those tales without 
which I would not be.

And so do you.
Think just for a moment of the fi ve events that have 

made you who you are.
They well may change from day to day.
Different past experiences, different present events 

may suddenly loom large in the fabric of our lives.

But we can do this sort of thing – can quickly come 
up with the pyramid events that are most signifi cant to 
who we are, at least in the moment.

For the real idea of who we are is found in the stories 
we rehearse for ourselves about our selves.

And woe be to us if we have forgotten our tales.
For if this happens, we become empty shells, dead 

before our time.
We need to re-own our stories day by day to be 

alive.

We need to rediscover our place.
It’s been some time now since Cathy and I climbed 

up to Thurmont Vista to kiss once more as we did on our 



fi rst date.
That was the very place and it remains hallowed.
In the summer I am pulled back, yearly, to the lake I 

have gone to since my birth and the cottage my parents 
built upon its shore.

We have family rituals along the way that mark our 
bonds to places that we pass.

For these yearly journeys are journeys home.

One of my dearest friends lives in eretz Israel – the 
land of Israel.

He moved there forty years ago.
But in a way he moved there even before that when 

he fi rst took his family to see this land of their forbears, 
this land that they had talked of so often through the 
years, this land of tale and wonder.

“Mommy, Daddy,” his daughter said, as they got 
off the plane on that fi rst occasion, “we’re home, we’re 
home.”

And they had enough sense to make it so.

I may have mentioned, on occasion, the exercise I 
used to use when I taught undergraduates – having them 
go out to sit in a fi eld and stare at the earth between 
their legs until that tiny patch on which they were 
sitting had the chance to come alive – until they could 
see the individual leaves of grass, recognize the tiny 
creatures moving about, realize that they themselves 
were not only on this tiny patch of earth but were of 
this earth as well.

It is an exercise we all need more often than we care 
to do it.

For place should be vital to us.



We need to re-own our story, need to rediscover 
our place. But I mentioned a third thing coming from 
the primal faiths that sing the songs of the earth: we 
need to transcend time.

Do you remember Billy Pilgrim, the hero of Kurt 
Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Number 5, who comes 
unstuck in time?

His life ceased to be lived chronologically.
Ends came fi rst, beginnings later.
Moments loomed larger than the sequences from 

which they came.
We need to transcend time, as well, to have a sense 

for the greater importance of event.

I have little recollection of the middle Greek I used 
to teach.

But I fi nd myself pondering the antecedent tensing 
of durative and punctilliar time that earliest Greek is 
said to have had.

(Now there’s a sentence for you!)

Durative time, as I recall, is what we usually do 
with our chronologies, our strings of being that have 
beginning, middle, end.

Punctilliar time, however, has just the moment, 
always the moment.

It is as if there were a door before us opening on an 
event, and we stand opening and closing that door.

But each time the door opens, the event changes: 
we kiss a lover, we go off to kindergarten, we hold for 
the fi rst time a baby we have helped to make, we look 
up from our deathbed, we laugh with friends, we pull 
the trigger in the heat of battle, we watch our mother 



knitting in the night.
Each time the door opens the event changes.

We may not be able to escape the chronological 
orientation that makes modern life possible, but it is 
enriched when the sense of timeless wonder is there as 
well.

Our forebears knew the great mother – the Lady of 
the Seasons’ Laughter.

They celebrated the earth from which we come, of 
which we are, to which we will return.

They sang earth songs in story, place and time that 
centered their souls in life.

Small wonder we should seek those ways to open 
our lives to theirs, to re-faith our faith through their 
faithfulness.

Call this a strange meditation, if you will, on a source 
and sister of our own faith, but reckon with the power 
toward which I have merely tried to point in these 
refl ections. Amen.


